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Abstract 
The paper is concerned with a three phase configuration devised for rectification. The 
power is transferred from the network to the output by high frequency sinusoidal current 
pulses and it is controlled by the pulse frequency and/or by the clamping of the voltage 
across the switched capacitor. The pulse frequency is lower for thyristors and higher for 
transistors. It offers unit power factor in the whole control range, fast dynamic response 
and makes filtering easier because of the high pulse frequency. 
The operation of the circuit has been described in a previous paper (NAGY, 1989). 
In this paper the train of the clamped volt ages of the switched capacitor for sym-
metrical and asymmetrical energy supply is determined and an approximate investigation 
of the harmonic components in the input filter is described. 
Keywords: power electronics, high frequency rectification, three phase rectifier. 
Introduction 
A three phase rectifier operating with high frequency pulses has been sug-
gested in (NAGY, 1989).This paper is the continuation of the previous one. 
The three phase rectifier described in (NAGY, 1989) offers some ad-
vantages over the full bridge thyristor rectifier. They are as follows: 
the power factor can be kept close to unity, 
due to the high frequency operation, the size of the filter components 
is relatively small, 
the dynamic behaviour is improved. 
The energy is delivered by high frequency current pulses from the 
input to the output with the help of a switched capacitor. The output 
power is controlled by the switching frequency and by the clamping of the 
voltage across the switched capacitor. The clamping is done by controlled 
switches. 
The paper describes the control of the clamping switches for sym-
metrical (SES) and asymmetrical energy supply (AES). An approximate 
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investigation of the high frequency current pollution of the supply network 
is discussed as well. Computer results are presented. 
Referring to the equations and figures of the previous paper (N AGY, 
1989), letter p will be added after the number e. g. Eq. (3p) and Fig. 2p. 
Configuration 
The configuration discussed is shown in Fig. 1. Its operation in pulse 
mode has been described in detail in a previous paper so only a brief 
summary will be given here. Only one controlled switch out of the six 
plus two is turned on in an interval. In the time span 30° < wt < 90° of 
phase voltage '!Lia = Uim sin wt, Tpa and Tnb are turned on, while in the 
interval 90° < wt < 150° of '!Lia, Tpa and Tne are alternately turned on. 
Turning on T pa , a sinusoidal current pulse of high frequency flows in circuit 
Tpa - Lo - Co - C - ci and it increases voltage '!Le (C« cj and c« Co). 
p 
~e-~----------~ N 
Fig. 1. Three phase configuration 
4-:-
lin 
Assuming thyristors in place of the controlled switches, Tpa can be turned 
off any time after '!Le > '!Lia by turning on the clamping thyristor T p1 . The 
energy trapped in choke Lo is supplied to the output. The next negative 
current pulse flows in the negative half of the configuration. 
Applying transistors rather than thyristors, '!Le> '!Lia is not a. precondi-
tion for turning off Tpa. Thyristors as controlled switches will be assumed 
later unless it is otherwise specifically stated. 
Calculation of the Clamped Condenser Voltages 
The expressions for the output energies carried by one current pulse (N AGY, 
1989) 
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Wop = C[ucp(k) - ucn(k - 1)]{Uip(k) - [ucp(k) + ucn(k - 1)]/2} (1) 
and 
Won = C[ucp(k) - ucn(k)]{ -uin(k) + [ucp(k) + ucn(k)]/2} (2) 
[Eqs. (41p) and (42p )]. Knowing the input volt ages the clamped capacitor 
voltages ucp(k) and ucn(k) can be determined from given W op , Won and 
ucn(k - 1). 
Symmetrical Energy Supply (SES) 
The clamping thyristors are supposed to be fired in a manner that each 
current pulse carries the same energy portion to the output Eq. (25p): 
Wop = Won = Wo. By solving the equations of second order, voltages ucp(k) 
and ucn(k) are expressed from Eqs. (1) and (2) at given Wo = Wop = Won 
and Ucn (k - 1), respectively: 
(3) 
(4) 
where 
bp(k) = 2W~ + ucn(k - 1)[2uip(k) - ucn(k - 1)], (5) 
bn(k) = 2W~ + ucp(k)[2uin(k) - ucp(k)] , (6) 
and W~=Wo/C. 
The value of the capacitor voltage ucn(k - 1) = Ucn(O) at the angle 
(30° +c+ et') must be chosen in a way that the periodicity condition 
Ucp(N + 1) = -Ucn(O) (7) 
' .. ' met at a given W~ where ucp(N + 1) is the capacitor voltage at the 
iJllgle (wt2+e:+p) (Fig. 6p), that is, at the very beginning of the next 60° 
"ycle starting with a negative current pulse in phase c. After an iteration 
procedure, relation (7) can be met. 
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Asymmetrical and General Energy Supply (AES, GES) 
Now the sum of the output energy in each 'Y cycle is kept constant 
(8) 
and the ratio 
(9) 
is given. 
w~p(k) and w~n(k) can be calculated from the two relations. Eqs. (3) 
... (6) hold for the determination of ucp(k) and ucn(k), but w~p(k) and 
w~n(k) has to be substituted into Eqs. (5) and (6), respectively, in the 
place of W~. 
Selecting f3(k) according to the relation: 
(10) 
the state AES is realized. In the state of SES f3 = 1. In cases of any other 
f3 the state of GES prevails. 
Calculation Results 
In this Section u~p and u~n denotations are applied for the clamped peak 
values. 
The development of the. 300 Hz component in the resultant output 
voltage (uop(k) +uon{k)) can be avoided by delivering constant energy in 
each cycle. The configuration works as an active filter by the clamping 
thyristor. 
Symmetrical Energy Supply (Wop = Won) 
The calculations have been carried out in the way described above. 
The output energy Wo as a function of the initial value of the capacitor 
voltage Ucn{O) is shown in Fig. 2. N is the parameter. 
The time functions of capacitor voltage amplitudes u~p(k) and u~n(k) 
for various initial conditions and for different pulse numbers were calculated 
and are shown for N = 7 in Fig. 3. The conditions u~(k) > Uia and 
Ucn (k) < Uib must always be satisfied. 
On the other hand, the volt ages ucp(k) and ucn(k) obtained without 
firing the clamping thyristors in the k'th cycle must be higher than the ones 
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Fig. 2. Output energy versus initial condition 1'U~n(O)1 
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Fig. 3. Capacitor volt ages clamped, unclamped. (Wop = Won, N = 12) 
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shown in Fig. 9. The values 'lLcp(k) and 'lLcn(k) depend on the input and 
the output volt ages as well as on the clamped peak values of the capacitor 
voltages. The time functions of u"l'(k) and um(k) at Ucn(O) = -1.5 for 
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output volt ages Uo =0.75 and 0.9 are shown as well. They were calculated 
from the relations [see Eq. (lp)]: 
(11) 
and 
(12) 
The output voltage Uo = 0.9 cannot be realized since the clamped values 
are higher in certain intervals. The negative sequence component of the 
capacitor voltage amplitudes U~2 as a function of time is drawn as well. The 
maximum value of the still realizable output voltage Uomax as a function of 
the initial condition u~n(O) is shown in Table 1 for different N values. The 
maximum value of the output voltage is 0.75. 
Table 1 
Maximum value of output voltage Uo 
Uomax 
u~n(O) N = 15 N= 12 N= 7 N=2 
2 0.752 0.753 0.755 0.762 
1.5 0.756 0.758 0.763 0.771 
1.3 0.759 0.761 0.768 0.778 
1.1 
Voltage Control 
The configuration is a device delivering an approximately constant out-
put power. It keeps its average output power constant at a given current 
pulse rate with changing load at constant input voltages and at constant 
capacitor voltage change [see Eq. (9p)]. 
The following voltage control strategy is recommended for smooth, 
continuous voltage change. Starting from rated output voltage and from 
the maximum number of current pulses as well as supposing constant cur-
rent load, first the clamped capacitor voltage amplitude has to be reduced 
by gating the clamping thyristors at the right time. Each particular initial 
condition u~n(O) together with the pulse number N determines the output 
energy and the train of condenser voltage amplitudes within 60° in steady-
state. After reducing the output power and voltage to a certain level, two 
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input variables have to be changed at the same time in order not to change 
the output power and voltage stepwise: 
the number of current pulse pairs N has to be reduced by one, 
the capacitor voltage amplitudes corresponding to a new u~n{O) initial 
value have to be increased by the right firing of the clamping thyristors 
in order to keep the average output power constant in spite of the 
sudden reduction in N. 
The new 'Y cycles with an increased length have to be evenly dis-
tributed along the 120 degree time span as has been previously shown in 
(Fig. 6p). Altogether four pulses have to be omitted along a 1200 interval, 
namely two positive and two negative pulses. The pulse pattern remains 
the same and the power factor for the fundamental components is still 
unity. 
Further reduction in the output voltage can be carried out in the same 
way. 
A ratio 10:1 in the reduction of output power can be achieved corre-
sponding to the same ratio in the reduction of output voltage at constant 
current load. 
Input Filter 
The input filter has chokes Li and capacitors Ci (Fig. 4). It prevents the 
high frequency current from flowing into the line. 
An approximate investigation of the high frequency current pollution 
of the network is discussed. It is assumed that three current generators 
(Fig. 4a) impress current pulse trains consisting of half wave current pulses 
with equal amplitudes shown for phase 'a' in Fig. 4b. The other two current 
pulse trains of the other two phases are the same as ia, only one of them is 
shifted forward, the other one is shifted backward by 1200 in respect to ia. 
First the Fourier spectrum of the pulse train ia was determined for 
N = 15. The half period of the current pulse was supposed to be 100 J.LS 
corresponding to 5 kHz (wn/w = 10-2 ). The results are shown in Table 2. 
Wo/Wn = 9 and 10 have been chosen. Here Wo is the resonant frequency 
of the input filter, 11 is the amplitude of the fundamental component of 
the current ia, In is the amplitude of the n'th harmonic component of the 
current ia. 
The following remarks throw some light on the results: 
no even harmonics and 
no 3(1+2q) harmonics exist (q=O, 1,2, ... ), 
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Table 2 
Fourier spectrum. 1'1 = 15 
1'1 = 15 h = 0.326 Irms = 0.394 
hn/h Icn/h 
IIn/hl 
n [2 
n 100 I: 2f?-
1 rmll' 
Wo/Wn Wo/Wn 
9 10 9 
1 1.0 1.0125 1.01 0.0125 0.01 27.7 
5 0.2 0.29 0.27 0.09 0.Q7 35.8 
7 0.144 0.365 0.28 0.22 0.138 36.5 
11 0.09 0.19 0.44 0.28 0.53 36.8 
13 0.08 0.Q7 0.11 0.15 0.194 37.0 
93 0.982 0.01 0.0115 0.99 0.994 79.3 
185 0.4 <0.001 0.0012 0.4 0.403 93.6 
187 0.39 <0.001 0.0012 0.39 0.393 98.8 
only (6m+ 1) harmonics occur (m = 1, 2, 3, ... ), beside the funda-
mental one, 
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- local maximum a are around frequencies 3(2N + l)p, (p = 1, 2, 3, 
... ), since (2N +1) evenly distributed pulses occur in the time span 
Wn{t3 -t1) = 1200 • 
the first several line current harmonics In/I1, (n= 5,7,11,13,17, 
19) are practically the same as in normal three phase operation with 
constant dc current for N = 7, 12, 15. In the case of N = 2 the local 
maxima follow each other very frequently and the pattern for In/I1 is 
quite different from the others. The fundamental components being 
small, the higher percentage value of harmonics produces still small 
harmonic current. 
Around the resonant frequency of the input filter the current in the 
input choke hn and in the input capacitor Ien is considerably increased 
above In. It can be 2 ~ 3 times higher than In. 
The per unit value for the amplitudes of the choke currents: 
hn/In = l/D (13) 
and that for the input capacitor currents: 
(14) 
and the amplitudes of the capacitor harmonic voltages: 
(15) 
where 
(16) 
Considerable line currents can be found only among the first several har-
monics. Most of the harmonic currents of the rectifier are short circuited 
by the filter capacitor. 
wo/Wn = 9 is a better choice than wo/wn = 10, since it is in midway 
between the 7th and 11th harmonics. 
The average value ofia is (wn /w=1O- 2 ) 
7r 
Iave = (2N + l)Im w~ . :n J sin wt dwt, 
o 
Iave = (2/71")[(2 + l)Im]{wn/w). (17) 
In normal rectifier operation with smooth de current I de , the average of the 
absolute value of the line current is: 
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I ave, n = (2/3)Idc. (18) 
Assuming Iave = I ave, n 
Idc/Im = (3/7r) (wn/w)(2N + 1). (19) 
In the case of N = 12 and Wn/W = 10-2 the current pulse maximum has to 
be almost four times as high as Idc to draw the same average current. 
Without firing the thyristors, the peak value of the phase current Is 
flowing in filter Li - Cj is 
(20) 
where Us is the supply phase voltage and Ul is the voltage developed across 
the capacitor Cj by the fundamental component h. Us and Ul are peak 
values. Assuming US/Ul = 10, the ratio Is/h = 1/8.1 =0.12. The half wave 
of current ic = Im sin wt produces a voltage change f::..Uc across the capacitor 
Cj 
(21) 
where Im = Us/JL/C. Here it was assumed that ic flows only in one 
capacitor Cj. At ratio C/Cj=1/20 the voltage ratio f::..Uc/Us=O.l. 
In order to reduce the output voltage some pulses have to be dropped 
out. There are basically two ways for it. Either the pulse pattern is main-
tained (Fig. 6p) or the rest of the pulses still flowing keep their location. 
Conclusions 
The three phase thyristor rectifier described above has some favourable 
features and numerous drawbacks. It has to be weighted in each particular 
case whether its application pays off or not. 
Its advantageous features are as follows: 
- its power factor for the fundamental components is always unity, 
- the output filter can be less expensive, smaller and faster, 
- its dynamic response is faster because of its high frequency operation. 
The main disadvantages are: 
a number of additional components (chokes, capacitors, thyristors) 
have to be built in, 
the thyristor voltage rating is higher, 
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some of the line harmonics are higher, 
its control is rather complex. 
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A further drawback is that the potential of the centre tap of the 
output capacitor is oscillating with voltage Uc around the potential of the 
zero point of the supply network. 
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